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PICK ‘YOU’ UP

Wish you felt a bit more buoyant and energetic? These six health,
beauty and wellbeing tips will put a spring in your step

Welcome to the
Energy Guide 2.0...
Sure, we all want that get up and go sensation, but in
between hitting the snooze button and staring into
space trying to conjure up creativity, that’s not as easy
as it sounds. However, according to the expert team at
Lanserhof Tegernsee Health Resort, if you switch some of
your daily habits your body and brain can quickly become
more energised and focussed. “There are many things
that can zap you of energy, like an acidic system that
will make you feel tired as well as hungry and can give
you lank, oily hair,” says Dr Benedetto-Reisch, medical
director at the award-winning spa, that’s partnering with
System Professional. “So going from acid foods to alkaline
will improve your energy, mood and hair.”
For this guide we have pinpointed the three different
types of energy we demand in our lifestyles and teamed
up with health and beauty experts to give us their
top tips. So whether you want a spring in your step,
to spark creative energy or boost endurance we have
the answers. Plus, System Professional’s three new
care infused styling ranges, containing their innovative
Creative CodeTM technology, means you can get instant
energy into your hair whenever you need it. Read on to
work out your personal energy type and the tips you
need to help energise your mind, body and hair.
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FEEL LIGHT-FOOTED

The endorphin release from jogging is uplifting
and energy-boosting. However, if you’re not
getting enough magnesium or iron you can feel
a stronger gravitational pull and your feet can feel like
concrete blocks. Magnesium helps to maintain normal
muscle function, regulate blood glucose levels and aid
in the production of energy and iron is what your blood
requires to produce the part of your red blood cells that
carries oxygen around your body. Fill up on leafy greens
like kale, spinach and watercress. And perfect your
jogging form so you go from pounding the pavement to
floating on air: keep your foot close to your body rather
than over-extending your stride and when the foot strikes
the ground, it should be light and quick.
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Experts believe you should play
games to stay active, sharp and
motivated, no matter what your age. Or if you
are right-handed, become a lefty for the
day to get your brain thinking in a different
way and enhance energy production.

System professional
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HAVE A LAUGH
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LET’S DANCE

Dancing outdoors,
swaying in the breeze
and breathing deeply
with effortlessness benefits body
and mind. Channelling worries
into physical expression like dance
can bring freedom and with that
comes peace, calm and happiness.
Practise for 20 minutes every day
for two weeks and you will feel
softer, light and open.
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EXPERTS
Dr. Benedetto-Reisch
Medical Director at
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Bruce Masefield
System Professional
Creative stylist
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FREE YOUR MIND

Did you know that your brain consumes nearly a quarter of your energy
every day? So it’s no surprise that emotional stress will make you
want to go back to bed. For more energy clear your mind of anything
weighing you down and cleanse your life of toxic people, limit your
time on social media and only follow people that inspire you. Ditch anything or
anyone that might disturb your mental health. Don’t worry about events that are in
the future and finally, look after number one, be selfish! Pay attention to your own
feelings without having the worry of solving everyone else’s problems.

STIMULATE
YOUR BRAIN

From the Systems Professional Team

Laughter has been proven to be
the best medicine for relieving
stress so it’s not a coincidence that
people with an energetic demeanour tend to
be cheerful too. It also eases defensiveness,
lightens your emotional load, and lifts stress
off your shoulders. Practice not taking yourself
so seriously and simply laugh more often.
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BEAUTIFUL BASE: BB

GIVE YOURSELF A YOUTH BOOST

Contouring, facial massage and injectables can lift the face but having hair that
bounces when you walk can have the same effect – softening hard lines and
enhancing bone structure. Styling products are often associated with heavy, stiff
and structured styles that lack natural movement, however, System Professional
BB: Beautiful Base range delivers styles that look natural and feel as light as air.
“The new styling range from System Professional combines both styling and
care, so women can build on their hairs’ natural energy, magnifying it so they
can feel reassured their hair looks and feels flawless, while being cared for,”
explains System Professional creative stylist Bruce Masefield. “Creative CodeTM
technology has been developed to deliver style that retains natural movement
while providing hair with care benefits. The system is based on balancing the
perfect ratio of ultra-flexible stucturizing polymers and proven caring ingredients
to moisturize, strengthen, soften and add shine.”

System Professional Beautiful Base; BB Blue Shaper Blow Dry
Gel gives a lasting control but magically disappears on the hair.
Smooth through the roots and lengths and blast with a hairdryer.
Bruce Masefield
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CC: CREATIVE CARE

GET CREATIVE

Experts say everyone of us has a source of creative energy.
These inspiring tips will unleash your inner Picasso

JOIN A BAND

1

Music impacts the right side
of our brain which is the
creative area, focussing on
beauty and feeling. As we spend
more time focussing on the
organisational skills, logical thinking,
and accuracy that reside in the left,
stimulate the right side more by
listening to music every day, or even
better - learn to play an instrument.
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START KEEPING
A DIARY

Write a diary for the first 20 minutes
of the day and get down whatever’s
going through your mind out onto paper - you’ll
feel great relief venting suppressed thoughts
but also, along with recording your dreams, is
a great source of creative inspiration. Trying to
decipher the meanings behind your dreams is
another way to get to know the extent of your
natural creativity as well as boosting memory.
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Create a
Soft Style

The Systems Professional
Creative Care: CC range
provides ultimate shine and softness
for touchable smooth styles. “Instant
Energy delivers hair that not only looks
and feels amazing, but brings
it’s energy back to life,” says Masefield.
“Spritzing damp hair with this leave-in
product creates hair that is soft and
irresistibly touchable.”

System Professional
Instant Energy Spray is
heaven in a bottle.
Poppy Delevingne
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MAKE MORE ART

There are both physical and mental
benefits from creating art – you
express yourself in a tangible way, and
share often abstract feelings with the
outside world. The process of creating art
have myriad benefits such as reducing
stress and anxiety, increasing positive
emotions and reducing the likelihood of
depression. While some people are born
with the gift of artistic talent, others have
to study to gain the confidence, but one
thing is for sure - we are all artists and
have our own creative abilities.
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BE A DAYDREAMER

Unleash your subconscious and the less
task-oriented dreamer side by clearing
your mind of practical thoughts. Allowing
time to spend with your head in the
clouds might actually be good for your
creative power and facilitate creative
problem-solving. Experts refer to it as
positive constructive daydreaming making daydreaming more focused and
productive. Mindfulness meditation is
good for helping you to consciously choose
which mind wandering you want to keep
in your head (no matter how fantastical),
and which ones are not helpful.

PAIR HAIR
WITH MAKEUP
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The pros say the latest beauty trend
is about make-up to match your
hairstyle. “I’ve been working in the
beauty industry for years and while I’m usually focused
on the makeup, it’s only once all the elements come
together with hair styling, that the finished result
really comes alive,” says Caroline Barnes, international
makeup artist and Max Factor Ambassador UK. “Many
women are looking for makeup solutions that make
their skin appear energized, therefore it’s important
to choose the best multi-tasking foundation for your
skin type and apply with your fingers to create plump,
hydrated skin with zero flaws and a beautiful glow.”

Hair with bounce, energy
and shine can be achieved
using the right products for
your hair type. System
Professional EnergyCoding
identifies the best styling
products for you.
Caroline Barnes
ENERGY GUIDE
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BOOST
ENDURANCE
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A new trend for living dynamically promises to increase stamina
and bring you to the front of the pack

1

2

It is important to eat
slowly and chew and chew.
We have enzymes in the
saliva and we don’t use
them if we eat too fast.
This is important for good
metabolism.
Dr. Benedetto-Reisch
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If you’re looking
to improve your
strength and stamina to
hit the finishing line faster,
explosive movements that
take a lot of energy will
help. Add burpees, star
jumps, jumping knee tucks
and fast push-ups to your
workout routine. Plus, the
more muscles you can get
working in a movement,
the more it will stimulate
your heart, which in turn
improves endurance.

MAKE YOUR
FUEL GO FOR
LONGER

The best way to metabolise fat is by
working your body at an easy aerobic
level which means you will be using your
fuel and carbohydrates more efficiently.
For a steady release of energy choose
vegetable-based juices or smoothies.
Plus, just like body building, endurance
training breaks down muscle tissue so
make sure you have enough amino acids
(protein) to rebuild them. Go for lean
meat, greek yogurt and eggs. Pop a
Vitamin B12 supplement too - it has been
proven to help reduce tiredness
and fatigue.
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Be Explosive

DD: DYNAMIC DEFINITION

PERFECT THE
DYNAMIC
PLANK

Increase core strength and stability by
intensifying the standard plank.
Build up to holding the plank for two
minutes or more, then up the intensity
slowly for optimum core strength. Start
by removing one base of support at a
time and hold - whether that is lifting
up one arm or one leg and switch
every session.
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ALKALISE YOUR
SYSTEM FOR STAMINA

Balancing your body’s pH before exercise has shown
incredible results. When your body is in an alkaline state
the muscles use oxygen more effectively and for longer. Dr
Benedetto-Reisch, explains that if you switch your body
from acid to alkaline then your cravings throughout the day
will stop meaning healthier eating and therefore more able
to sustain energy.

An alkaline system means more energy
for longer and less aches and pains.
Dr. Benedetto-Reisch
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Invest In The
Right Footwear

Make sure you have the right gear for optimal performance
- particularly shoes that fit and ones that are tailored to
your running style. Specialised stores with experts will help
you find the right trainers. If you are experiencing heaviness
you could be feeling the burn faster than you should be so
you may need a more supportive, cushioned shoe that will
prevent stress on your joints. If a longer run is what you are
aiming for experts advise going for ones with a lower-heel.
Shoes should be renewed every 500 miles for maximum
comfort, support and stability.

B1+R3+H5
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what’s your
Style your hair
with Hold
and Definition

We all want a natural-looking hairstyle that
lasts the day. System Professional Dynamic
Definition DD: Energy Control is an iconic
medium hold hair spray with satin sheen
which will do the job. “With structurizing
copolymers the spray gives just the
right amount of hold, protecting, but not
overwhelming the hair for energy you can
still feel,” says Bruce Masefield. “Carefully
selected care ingredients magnify the
energy of hair, delivering an instant result
that is manageable, protected and swishes
beautifully when it moves.”

ENERGY
CODE?

Get yours diagnosed with
System Professional’s
expert care consultants
using specialist diagnostic
tools, then the correct,
personalised system will
be prescribed. Get your
personal EnergyCode on
systemprofessional.com.
ENERGY GUIDE
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Discover your EnergyCode here: www.systemprofessional.com
www.facebook.com/SPSystemProfessional
www.instagram.com/systemprofessional/
www.youtube.com/user/SPSystemProfessional

